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i. Birth of the idea
“Why do they sit on ground? 
  Why is there no furniture?
  Why is the furniture in these schools so badly
  maintained?”

These were the questions which came to my mind when I visited govern-
ment schools, regardless of the place/city/village the school was situated. 
But, these were not the only questions which bothered my mind and I’m 
sure that I’m also not the only one to have noticed this. 

Being a part of a family where teaching is a major profession, I have had 
quite a share of exposure to schools and educational facilities. Evidently, 
the quality of the furniture (if present) depends upon the kind of school 
it is and the kind of funds available for it. But, its not just about the funds 
available, but also the nature and design of furniture which is a major 
part of the problem, which will be discussed later in the report. As a stu-
dent of design, it was a natural instinct to look for a design intervention 
for this scenario. It might however be a system level intervention, but one 
can look it as a approach to a level where apparent flaws in design could 
be removed. Hence, I started looking for clues. 

It was even more surprising to get to know that there had been fair 
amount of research done on this topic throughout the country, to under-
stand the issue behind the ill-designs of furniture in schools especially in 
rural and remote areas.  After going through a few of these reports the 
validity of the issue was more clear and I took it as a challenge to turn this 
potential topic in successful design intervention.

Fig 1: A scene of primary classroom in a school in Uttar Pradesh. 
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ii. Abstract
School furniture is an integral part of any student. Whether the stu-
dents notice or not, a major part of their activities and time during 
school are spent on them. They play on them, make friends on them, 
fight for them and sometimes fight on them. 

Having been to a no. of  government schools I could easily remem-
ber those uncomfortable chairs and desk which used to make us 
yawn and tired even before recess, and those desks which become 
absolutely redundant once the school is over. Such a huge infrastruc-
ture, plays no part in learning, and leave that, is not even able to do 
its job, to provide comfortable learning environment. But comfort 
here in these government schools is itself a luxury, because presence 
of furniture itself bears a big question mark.

Hence, the issue does not lie only in not being able to provide com-
fort but also in bad maintenance and/or absence of furniture in 
these schools, and it all raises a question of why if the ill condition 
of the furniture is visible to everyone, still exists? In this regard it is 
more important to understand that it’s not only the financial aspect 
which is responsible for such a scenario but also the nature of de-
sign of these furniture.

In 2012, Department of Human Development and Family Studies, 
presented some facts about the ill designs of classroom furniture, 
especially in government schools. The report shows a even technical 
picture where it discusses about the mismatch in these furniture 
designs to the anthropometry of the students using it. This makes 
the argument even more valid. 

However, various facets of this issue of furniture design in govt. schools 
are so deeply rooted to the system that its difficult to solve each of them. 
Hence, as a focus of academic research it is well understood to take it as a 
design exercise and tackle issues only in critical design perspective. 

Nevertheless, this would be helpful in understanding the real life prob-
lems and problem solving in a first hand experience. And, through this 
research, if one is able to improve the conditions of these schools even 
with a very less margin, then it should be considered a success. 

Keep reading.
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i. Methodology
Project 2 at IDC, IIT Bombay this year focusses on Redesign of Industrial 
Products. The idea of project 2 is generally to implement critically the de-
sign thinking gathered over previous year in a real life setting. The focus 
is more on design and design process rather than just extensive in-depth 
research, due to the time constraints.

The methodology would be to critically analyse the issue in form of 
primary visits and observations followed by secondary data collection, 
leading to a project brief and a set of design directives. This will be fol-
lowed by an iterative process of design and testing, concluding in form of 
a design as per the directives and brief.

On a broader note, the objective of the project would be described as 
follows:

1. Look for problems and issues in real life scenarios and products, which 
require serious design intervention.

2. Understand issues in a critical manner with the help of user studies and  
site visits

3. Literature study on the respective area of work, looking for clues and 
approach for similar projects

4. Selection of design directives critical for the project and finalizing de-
sign brief

5. Design interventions in form of ideations catering to the design direc-
tives and evaluation

6. Concept generation on the basis of ideations.

7. Evaluation of concepts

8. Prototyping and user testing 

This is however just an indicative list of objectives, this might 
change and steps would iterate as needed during the project pro-
cess.
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ii. Time-line
6. Concept generation on the basis of ideations.

7. Evaluation of concepts

8. Prototyping and user testing 

This is however just an indicative list of objectives, this might change and 
steps would iterate as needed during the project process.

6. Concept generation on the basis of ideations.

7. Evaluation of concepts

8. Prototyping and user testing 

This is however just an indicative list of objectives, this might change and 
steps would iterate as needed during the project process.
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i. Current Trends
Background
Classroom furniture design can affect educational activities because it 
is an important component in any classroom which helps in providing a 
comfortable and functional classroom environment for the children. Im-
proper furniture design can result in defective posture which could affect 
children’s academic performance. Hence it is essential to facilitate school 
furniture in accordance to the requirement of school children. To focus 
on the issue of furniture design the present study is conducted with an 
objective to identify the issues in existing furniture in primary schools. 

In 2012, a no. of urban and rural schools were selected randomly from 
the selected urban and rural areas of Lucknow district of Uttar Pradesh, 
India by Department of Human Development and Family Studies. The 
evaluation of the study was made by using the self made questionnaire 
standardized along with anthropometric checklist. The results of the 
study revealed mismatch between existing furniture with children’s body 
dimensions which mayresult in various health problems in later life.

The report shows that a  surprising number of school children are re-
ported to have regular back pain, neck pain and headache by using ill 
designed furniture that result in bad postural habits, while good posture 
habits reduces organ crowding, strain on soft bone and muscle. Most of 
the researches have revealed that in most of the schools, the furniture 
is designed by manufacturer without considering the anthropometric 
dimensions of the users of different age groups. As an outcome, benches 
and desks become unsuitable, uncomfortable, inconvenient, affecting 
classroom learning activities of school children while attending their 
classes. On the other hand, the inflexibility of these furniture was another 
point of consideration. 

Issues at a glance
A high percentage of the school children of different grades be-
come fatigued after sitting for longer hours on same furniture.

*To achieve temporary relief from these discomforts, they frequent-
ly change their sitting positions during class. They are also com-
pelled to sit in various inappropriate postures. 1

*The occurrence of neck ache is high in the school children of lower 
age group, and it decreases as the age of the school children in-
creases.

*Back problems among the school children of higher grades are 
more prevalent than in lower grades.

However, these were some of the long term issues and the ones 
which have health influence on the user. If one looks at the gov-
ernment schools, the situation is even worse, the provision for 
furniture till primary classes is not even present, let alone the 
ergonomics and design. Even though sometimes, there are funds 
available for this, either the funds are not sufficient for buying good 
quality durable furniture or the quality of furniture available in that 
amount lasts only for a very short period of time. 

This introductory research sparked the urge to understand the 
scenario in a more structured manner and indepth. The following 
research is done first hand through primary and secondary resourc-
es. 

* Department of Human Development & Family Studies – Nov. 2012
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i. Current Trends
Market Analysis

Fig 2. Fig 3.
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i. Current Trends

Cost: 2500/piece Cost: 6300/set Cost: 2500/set
Fig 4 & 5. Market Survey
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ii. School Visits
In order to understand the situation better a no. of schools were 
visited. The prime focus while school visits was to look at the real 
issues and current scenario in furniture design of schools.

The schools visited were:
1. Model School, Shahjahanpur, Uttar Pradesh
2. Kendriya Vidyalaya, IIT Bombay
3. Campus School, IIT Bombay

The study focusses on the design of various furniture at these 
schools and to look for problems which are present or likely to arise 
because of them. 

1. Model School, Shahjahanpur, U.P.
The school is located in the outskirts of Shahjahanpur District of U.P. The 
reason nehind selection of this school was firstly it being accessible to the 
author. The school functions under state board till 8th class with english 
as mode of teaching. The study revealed that situation of furniture at the 
school was quite uncomfortable. The furniture provided to students were 
not at all upto the standard anthropometric dimensions.

The image below shows 5th grade classroom, just looking at this image 
one can figure out the situation of the class. SImilar furniture is being 
given to sit to all the students whereas you can clearly see the physical 
variation.
The dimension of furniture is roughly as follows:
Table: 450x1000x700
Sitting Desk: 300x1000x450

Fig. 6. Model School Shahjahanpur, 5th grade classroom.
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ii. School Visits
Summary of observations 

at Model School, Shahjahanpur.

The furniture was similar for all the students in one class, irrespective of 
their physical anthropometry.

The primary section specifically doesn’t have any furniture for them. They 
have to do away with the matts and carpets for sitting in classes.

The students beacause of ill designed furniture or no funiture, get fa-
tigued and hence keep on changing postures entire day.

The imporatant elements of furniture which helps in providing support 
to one’s back are necessary and this poor implementation might lead to 
serious health implications.

One of the reason for not having furniture was that the furniture avail-
able is quite expensive and difficult to be made anywhere closeby. Thus, 
affordability of furniture is a major issue in this case.

Fig. 7&8. Model School Shahjahanpur, 2nd grade (up) and 3rd grade classroom. (Source: Author)
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Fig. 9. 6th grade classroom in Kendriya Vidyalaya (Source: Author) Fig.10&11. 3rd (up) and 8th (below) grade classrooms in Kendriya Vidyalaya (Source: Author)

ii. School Visits
2. Kendriya Vidyalaya, IIT Bombay

The school is located in IIT Bombay. It runs under CBSE Board with 
classes from Kinder Garten to 12th.

It is a known fact that KVs are considered to be one of the best govt.  
Schools in the country in terms of its facilities and quality of educa-
tion.  However, the situation of furniture was not so different form 
any other school. This made it important for me to study it and look 
for the loop holes and opportunities for future.
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ii. School Visits

Fig.12. Various Furniture designs at Kendriya Vidyalaya from top right in anti clockwise direction (2nd, 3rd, 5th 
and 7th). (Source: Author)
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ii. School Visits
Summary of observations 

at Kendriya Vidyalaya, IIT Powai.

The furniture was different for most of the classes.
Although, the maintenance was poor and designs did not cater to 
the vandalism.

Seats are permanent, students have to lean in front while working. 
Non-ergonomic design.

Slanted tables help in writing.

The dimensions of furniture did not match as per standards in some 
classes, which indicates that design was not a consideration while 
choosing furniture.

After, talking to school officials, it was found that the furniture is 
ordered through a quotation and the manufacturer which comes up 
with lowest bid wins the contract.

Design is not even present in the entire picture!!
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ii. School Visits
3. Campus School, IIT Bombay

The school is located in IIT Bombay. It runs under CBSE Board with classes 
from Kinder Garten to 12th. The furniture present in this school is in three 
ranges 1st-5th, 6th-8th and 9th-12th. These categories have similar furni-
ture irrespective of the standards. The students however are comfortable 
in this situation as the opportunities for this furniture are quite limited.
The fact that children grow at a quite faster rate around 8th-10th grade, 
is not considered and hence create problems in providing comfortable 
postures while studying on this furniture.

Summary of observations 

at Campus School, IIT Bombay.

The furniture being exactly similar for a range of classes is indic-
ative of the fact that design was not a constraint while using this 
furniture.

Students seem to be adjusting with given furniture, because of the 
lack of resources.

In order to create room for standing/egree/ingress, the working 
posture has been compromised. Students have to lea to work on 
the desk.

The ill designed furniture might lead to serious health loss to the 
students.

Affordability is a constriant here also, as the furniture here also is 
chosen through lowest bid.

The effects of this on learning in the classes could prove to be dras-
tic.

Fig. 15. Campus School Furniture. 
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ii. School Visits
4. Poddar International School, Mumbai Summary of observations 

at Poddar International School, Mumbai.

The furniture is well maintained and industrially sound.

Injection moulded seating base and laminated wood table tops over pow-
der coated metal structure.

Colours are being used in furniture, which creates a different ambience in 
classrooms.

Repair is not an issue as finances are not the major consideration.

Fig. 16. The presence of ergonomically comfortable seating space and table. However, the similar furni-
ture for all and absence of adjustability is an issue.

Fig. 17. Colours helps in creating appropriate learning, which is generally missing in classrooms.  Fig. 17. Colours helps in creating appropriate learning, which is generally missing in classrooms.  
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iii. Govt. Policy Study
Rural v/s Urban

A prominent study concludes that students in rural schools in comparison 
to urban schools perform less because of affected learning environment 
and classroom facilities.

In rural schools it is often seen that the same size of furniture are used in 
several classes either in pre-classes or in secondary.

“Appropriate design of classroom furniture with consideration of the 
body dimensions of school children and other ergonomic factors may be 
helpful for reducing health complaints and improving the posture of the 
school children in the classroom.”*

*Complaints arising from a mismatch between school furniture and an-
thropometric measurements of rural secondary school children during 
classwork, Department of Human Development & Family Studies, Nov. 
2013

Govt. Policy for Primary School Furniture

As per the framework of SSA, there is a provision for furniture at 
government upper primary schools and for that matter ₹ 500 per 
child is provided as a one-time grant to every school that do not 
have furniture.

Around ₹10 lakh are provided to upper primary schools for lifetime.

At the same time, there is no facility for benches at primary level, 
but a sum of ₹ 5,000 is provided to each primary school annually so 
that they can buy new jute mats or ‘taat-patti’ (mats) or repair any 
wear and tear on the same.

However, future plans are indicative of intervention of furniture in 
primary level as well.

Design is not even mentioned in the entire policy!!
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iv. Case Studies
Ergonomic Design of Desk and Chair for 
Primary School Students in Taiwan 

In this report, the author says that the traditional desk and chairs 
are not able to fit all students in different body figure. How to 
achieve the requirement of students for different body situation is 
the major consideration in this study. 

The procedures were adopted for the assessment included the cur-
rent school furniture survey, a design analysis and a subjective com-
fort evaluation. On the basis of their research, the designer gave 
proposals while considering the following chart (Fig. 14) for various 
design provisions.

The various designs generated are given on the right. (Fig. 11, 12, 13)

Fig. 18. Various Designs generated in the project.  
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iv. Case Studies
Wheelbarrow

A wheelbarrow is a small hand-propelled vehicle, usually with just one 
wheel, designed to be pushed and guided by a single person using two 
handles at the rear.

Summary of the study
Wheel barrow is a fine example of minimalistic approach to design.

The details have evolved over time while the keeping the basic form 
intact.

Shows excellent way of creating manufacturing details with minimal ma-
terial usage.

The structure itself is so stable that the material required is quite less. 

The innovation lies in the detailing and material choice, which is accom-
panied with pleasing industrial aesthetics.

Fig. 19. Wheelbarrow designs Fig. 20. Wheelbarrow designs

(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)
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iv. Case Studies
Bicycle

Bicycles have been studied to understand the manufacturability in 
metal. Also to understand industrial aesthetics and innovation in 
details. 

The evolution of bicycles gives a rather innovative picture of evolu-
tion of diamond structure of bicycles. It lets one understand, how 
metal tube structure is evolved with the technology and possibility 
of detailing in tube structures.

Summary of the study

The diamond structure has gone through an evolution which shows vari-
ous ways of innovation in metals structure.

The kind of aesthetics it portrays shows pure industrial detailing and 
manufacturability in metal. The innovation in colours, branding and sur-
face treatment provides opportunities for similar structures.

A fine example of aesthetic approach while not compromising with the 
structural details.

Fig. 21. Evolution of bicycle Fig. 22. Various kinds of bicycles (Source: Google Images)
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iv. Case Studies
IIT Bombay Lecture Halls

In order to study the various failures and other methods of innovation in 
academic furniture, lecture halls at IIT were studied. 

A good example of material optimisation. However, the details make it a 
little difficult to maintain. Welded details make it extremely difficult and 
expensive to transport while it’s also very difficult to repair parts.

Fig. 23. Lecture hall furniture

Fig. 24. The base detail for chair, being rotating enhance stress and failure point. Welded details make it 
difficult for repair and part replacements. 

Fig. 25. Lecture hall furniture
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iv. Case Studies
IIT Bombay Lecture Halls

In order to study the various failures and other methods of innova-
tion in academic furniture, lecture halls at IIT were studied. 

A good example of material optimisation. However, the details make 
it a little difficult to maintain. 

The furniture is quite optimised in terms of material. However, the 
optimisation as led to creation of failure points in it. 

IIT Bombay Lecture Halls

In order to study the various failures and other methods of innovation in 
academic furniture, lecture halls at IIT were studied. 

A good example of material optimisation. However, the details make it a 
little difficult to maintain. 

Fig. 25. Lecture hall furniture Fig. 26, 27. Lecture hall base detail
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v. Material Study
Why ‘material selection’ is extremely critical 
for this project?

The choice of materials at the start of a project, as well as being a matter 
of economics and design, should be made on the basis of the availability 
of materials and their price in the long term. This choice is very impor-
tant.

A material that might be right, in terms of availability and price, at the 
start of a project may be difficult to find and uncompetitive at the end. 

School furniture is usually priced very finely and shifts in price and the 
availability of materials can render designs obsolete very quickly.

It is a long-term choice that should be made with great care.

The most widely used materials for school furniture are 
Sawn-wood
wood-based panels
Plastics
Metal - mainly steel

The following study is to understand the pros and cons of these materials 
and also to understand to use them efficiently.

PLASTICS

The price of plastics has risen with the cost of energy. Here plastics 
are at a disadvantage compared with other materials, such as met-
als, wood or glass, because they have two energy components:

the feedstock, based on oil and gas from which the polymers are 
derived
the energy required to convert the feedstock into polymers and 
plastics. There is a wide range of polymers, they fall into two broad 
categories:

Thermoplastics
materials which soften on heating and can be subsequently re-
shaped
by further heat treatment. Polyethylene is a typical example of
this class of material.

Thermosets
materials that are cured during the forming process so that they
become infusible and cannot be reshaped by subsequent heat 
treatment.
A typical example is phenol-formaldehyde (Bakelite).

In considering the use of plastics rather than traditional materials 
such as wood and metal, cost is not the only criterion. The perfor-
mance of an item of furniture made with plastics as compared with 
the same article made of traditional materials must be considered 
under a number of headings:
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v. Material Study
1. Expected life-span before replacement

2. Cost of maintenance during use 

3. Suitability of plastics in terms of actual performance, that is the 
ability  to function adequately under all anticipated conditions

4. Plastics do not compare favourably with timber in regard to 
combustibility. They can be more of a hazard than timber in a fire, 
producing a greater amount of toxic fumes and contributing to the 
rapid spread of fire.

Plastics in case of FIRE !

Like wood, plastics materials contain high amounts of carbon and 
hydrogen in their structure and consequently all plastics, including 
those advertised as ‘self extinguishing’ or ‘low flame spread’, will 
burn if the temperature is high enough.

Fire retardants do not prevent plastics from burning if the temper-
ature of the fire is sufficiently high, further they many increases the 
amount of smoke and toxic fumes once the material is alight.

It is useful in the context of fire to compare the behaviour of plastics 
to that of wood:

Wood decomposes with heat to produce inflammable gases at a 
higher temperature than the plastics used in furniture
the thermoplastics usually melt before they burn, spreading fire 
downwards and out, in a very different way from wood.

Under certain circumstances a char of carbon is produced on wood which 
tends to cut off the supply of oxygen to the rest of the material. It is pos-
sible that char may be formed with certain thermosetting plastics.

Mechanical Properties

In many ways, these properties show advantages over traditional materi-
als; they can be summarised as follows:

Light weight and high strength to weight ratio, this being particularly the 
case with glass-reinforced polyesters. In the case of thermoplastics, the 
strength properties are reduced as the temperature rises but this is not 
so with thermosets. Thermoplastics, however, need not present a prob-
lem as the designer can make allowances for any abnormal environmen-
tal conditions.

The impact strength varies from one plastics material to another but the 
plastics likely to be considered for school furniture will be perfectly ade-
quate in this respect 

The scratch resistance is not as good as hardwoods but is comparable 
with softwoods.

Durability

The durability of plastics is naturally of great concern where these mate-
rials are used outdoors. Plastics tend to degrade in bright sunlight, the 
colour may change and in time there will be some loss of
mechanical properties. 
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v. Material Study
Costs

Between the extremes of injection moulding and hand lay-up the various 
plastics forming techniques can be placed roughly in the following order, 
in terms of cost:

injection moulding
compression moulding
extrusion
casting
rotational moulding
foam casting
hand lay-up

Environmental Effects

Non-biodegradable: Plastic is a non-biodegradable material. So, even 
though no trees are cut to make a plastic material, it is equally harmful as 
it cannot be destroyed or degrade by natural agents and will remain on 
this earth for almost forever. This is very dangerous for our ecosystem.

Harmful fumes liberated when plastic is processed are very dangerous for 
our atmospheres. It is one of the reasons of air pollution.

Longevity

Compared to the wood or metal furnishings, it tends to fail after a short-
er time period. This is usually thought-about to be one of many predomi-
nant disadvantages of this kind of furnishings.

Types of Plastic Furniture
Injection Moulded

The injection moulded furniture or parts are generally cheaper if 
manufactured on a bulk amount. However, making of the dyes are 
costly, hence if intended for lower production , its not considered 
suitable. 

Other than costs, injection moulded furniture are genrally lesser 
strong, they fail one way or the other structurally and their life is 
quite short as compared to wood and metals. quite short as compared to wood and metals. 

Fig. 28. Broken injection moulded furniture
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v. Material Study

The plastic or moulded furniture loses its aesthetic and structural  
strength if kept in sun for a longer duration. This makes it a very 
non-reliable material. Its very difficult to predict plastic’s longevity 
or strength as its properties changes drastically with surrounding 
environment.

Fig. 29. Broken injection moulded furniture Fig. 30. Broken injection moulded furniture
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v. Material Study
Case Example: Failures in injection moulded furniture

Fig. 31-34. Failures in injection moulded furniture
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v. Material Study
Rotational Moulded Furniture

PROS

Lower mould cost
Ability to produce large pieces
Low initial investment
Good for lower quantities
Aesthetically Pleasing

CONS

Higher price per piece than other processes
Difficulty of doing larger part runs
The manufacturing times are long
The choice of melding materials is limited at present
The material costs are relatively high due to the need for special 
additive packages and the fact that the material must be ground to 
a fine powder
Some geometrical features (such as ribs) are difficult to mould

Why Roto moulding is not much suitable for this project?

Roto moulded furniture generally are made in one piece.  Other than 
the fact that it is costly affair, roto moulded furniture is non-durable 
at low costs of material, if one goes for better quality material/plas-
tic the costs rise drastically.

Fig. 35-37. Examples of roto moulded furniture
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v. Material Study
WOODEN Furniture

PROS
Wooden furniture is sturdy and durable.
Timber furniture is eco friendly.
Wooden furniture can be refinished to get an entirely new look.\
You can find furniture that fits your budget.

CONS

Sudden temperature changes, moisture, and sun can damage the furni-
ture.
The surface can be damaged by stains or sharp objects.
Wood becomes darker over time.
Untreated desk surfaces are prone to corrosion, leading to a shorter life. 

Fig. 39 (a,b). Corrosion on untreated desk surfaces reduces its lifeFig. 38. Corrosion on wooden furniture reduces its life
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v. Material Study

Why entirely wooden furniture is not suitable as durable school 
furniture?

Entirely wooden furniture gets corroded very easily and needs high 
maintenance and details get weaken up after some time usage. Re-
pair of wooden furniture is easy but it looses elegance after repair, 
unless done very carefully. 

WOODEN Furniture

Fig. 40. Fully wooden furniture needs quiate maintenance hence is not much durable  (Source: Author)

Fig. 41. Desk surface even after painting loose elegance and surface aesthetics  (Source: Author)
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v. Material Study
METAL Welded Furniture

Issues with Welded Details in Academic Furniture

Details are generally prone to damage. Also, once broken it’s difficult to 
repair.

The extra material is required for welding and strengthening the 
joinery, which makes furniture lose its elegance.  

Fig. 42-44. Metal Furniture at IIT Bombay
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v. Material Study
METAL Welded Furniture
Issue of Repairability

Welded metal furniture is however cheap and easier to make, but 
has other drawbacks also. Major amongst them is its issue of re-
pairability. The metal joinery, however strong it is, is very difficult to 
repair and because of its easy availability in market, schools genrally 
prefer metal furniture.

But, problem here is not the material but the way it is being used. 
The potential positive points of metal being durable and strong is 
overpowered by the bad detailing and complex tooling and joinery. 
The details which are complex and are fixed difficult to reair and 
replaced. 

Such a kind of furniture thus after being damaged can’t be replaced 
or repaired and hence instead takes place in school junkyards. Such 
scenario is acceptable for schools with sufficient funds available, but 
this creates issues with schools who have very limited amount of 
funds for a quite longer duration of time. 

Hence, such a furniture instead of helping them in a longer run be-
comes nothing more than a piece of junk which can only be sold in 
weights as scraps. 

Fig. 45,46. Junk Created by welded metal furniture
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v. Material Study

Fig. 47. A government school, in Salamba, Haryana. The faulty furniture. 

Fig. 48.Junkyard in a school. Fig. 49-51. If not treated well, metal furniture leads to rusting
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v. Material Study
COMPOSITE Furniture
Wood With Metal
Moulded plywood is generally used with light weight mild steel 
tube. Many firms make up their own moulded plywood components 
from veneers, using heated presses.

The light weight mild steel tube used varies in thickness from about 
1.2 mm to 1.5mm. Sections can be bent one by one in a simple 
plumber’s pipe-bending machine or more sophisticated machines or 
presses can be used, which can bend several pipes at a time. 

Plywood and tube furniture can therefore be made profitably in 
either small workshops or large factories.

If the price of chairs is to be kept low, there must be as few 
bends and welds as possible. If stacking chairs are required, the 
number of possible configurations will be limited. 

COMPOSITE Furniture
Plastic With Metal

The all-plastics chair is a rarity. None have been made sufficiently cheaply 
for use in schools. The usual arrangement is a steel tube frame with plas-
tics seat end backrest. The seat can be made in a piece with the backrest

The chair with separate seat and backrest avoids this drawback. Further, 
when producing a range of chairs, the same set of seats and backrests 
can be used for two different sizes of chair, whereas with the shell chair, 
a moulding must be made for each chair in the range. This can mean a 
considerable saving in moulds. Polypropylene is the most usual moulding 
material.
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v. Material Study
LEAN Manufacturing Method
Sustainability in Furniture Production

Shipping 
How manufacturers package and ship their products?

Maintenance/Repair 
Do furnishings have easily replaceable parts so that entire products don’t 
have to be scrapped if only one component breaks or gets worn

Recyclability
When furniture reaches the end of its useful life, how easily can it be dis-
assembled? What elements can be recycled or upcycled? 

Flexibility
Furniture that has multiple uses throughout the classroom is more sus-
tainable.

Quality
Exceptional quality almost always equates to durability and longevity. 

Color Choices
Lastly, let’s talk about aesthetics. 

Optimised Furniture Design

Furniture which is low cost and can be manufactured while catering 
to the following terms:

Durability / Longevity
Cost of making
Tooling Cost
Transportability
Flexibility
Recyclability / Eco-friendly-ness
Maintenance and Reparability
Surface Treatment and Colour Diversity
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vi. Ergonomics 

Fig. 52.
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vi. Ergonomics 
Major Considerations for classroom furniture.

No pressure under the knees
Free space back of inside angle of knees
Room above the thighs
Back edge of table overlaps with the front edge of chair
Low back open at bottom, support of hollow of back only
Major criteria for school furniture is working and it takes most time, hence 
it cannot be compromised at all while designing.

Body Dimensions considered

Floor to popliteal - 5th percentile
Buttocks to popliteal - 5th percentile
Thigh clearance - 95th percentile
Lumbar - 50th percentile
Knee to knee relaxed - 95th percentile

*A lot of dimensions are given by analyzing the comfort level of
students in the present furniture used.
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i.   Issues Identification
ii.  Inferences/Design Directives
iii. Scope
iv. Limitations
v.  Final Design Brief

Planning
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i. Issues Identification ii. Design Directives
After having understood  the design flaws in the existing school furniture 
scenario, the following issues were found to be more critical for a rural 
and remote setting and to be responded in the further design interven-
tion:

1. Affordability: The funds for the furniture are anyways least possible 
and hence an an economic approach should be adopted to cater to the 
scenario.

2. Replacability of parts: The current furniture designs available in mar-
ket are mostly welded or majorly plastic made, which reduces the possi-
bility replacibility of parts. Hence, the furniture becomes redundant and 
hence should be able to be repaired for better longevity.

3.  Ergonomics: The mismatch found in furniture gives a clear proof that 
the furniture needs serious design thinking.

4. Tranportability: The furniture mostly has not been designed for trans-
portability hence this increases cost of each furniture.

5. Vandalism: The material and treatment done to furniture makes prone 
to vandalism and corrosion. 

6. Material Reduction: The costs of furniture is not only increased by the 
material used but also the design which involves multiple and complex 
parts designed without considering optimisation in material. 

The understanding of the issues has led to finalisation of design 
directives. These design directives include:

1. Affordability
2. Replacability of parts
3. Ergonomics
4. Design for manuafacturing
5. Material Reduction
6. Transportability
7. Industrial Aesthetics
8. Vandalism proof detailing
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iii. Scope of project v. Design Brief

iv. Limitations

An ergonomic and anthropometric intervention is required to 
redesign the classroom furniture for school children of different 
age groups in order to reduce furniture-related health complaints. 
Although, the implementation of such furniture to a large scale is 
unpredictable hence, the project will only deal with the design as-
pect of it.

Beneficiaries
Beneficiaries would be govt. schools and those schools which are 
generally short on funds for various facilities. 

The timeline of the project restricts to be completed in stipulated 
period. Solutions might not be tested for longer durations, hence, 
long term effects can’t be forecasted.

Scaled prototypes are necessary which might cost quite enough. 
Thus, cost in design development could be a constraint.

Being a part of the govt. system, the intervention needs support 
and proper channelling for real life implementation.

Primary level furniture design for govt. schools, which is easy to manufac-
ture, ergonomic and affordable enough to be implemented in real scenar-
io.

This would be highly focussed on the design directives discussed earlier. 
Various objectives of the project are also in response to the issues identi-
fied earlier in case studies, school visits and material analysis.

In order to cater to the nature of the project, optimised design methodol-
ogy would be adopted. Thus, the aim would be to design furniture which 
is low cost and can be manufactured while catering to the following 
terms:

Durability / Longevity
Cost of making
Tooling Cost
Transportability
Flexibility in terms of materials
Maintenance and Reparability/Part replce-ability
Surface Treatment and Colour Diversity

Along with this, Lean Manufacturing methodology would also be used to 
achieve required results.
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i.   Stages of Development - Ideations
ii.  Concepts
iii. Concepts Evaluation
iv. Final Concept
v.  Re-evaluation
vi. Further Concepts

Implementation
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i. Stages of Development
STAGE 1, Ideation level 1:

The initial ideations were quite feature based, which means that they had 
some additional feature as its USP.

The details were based on interaction of furniture with kids.

The optimisation of material and affordability were not considered at all.

The ideations lack critical approach to the issue.
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i. Stages of Development
STAGE 2, Ideation level 2:

The ideations at this stage were more manufacturing oriented and 
practical.

Various ways of sitting on furniture and various materials were 
explored.

However, the furniture lacked a certain direction and it was decided 
to later concentrate on one material and explore possibilities with it.

Thus, for later explorations primarily, metal tube is going to be con-
sidered for structure. 
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i. Stages of Development
STAGE 3, Ideation level 3:

Metal Tube Structure is being finalised to be used further for structural 
part of the furniture and for further explorations in form and detailing. 
Reason behind using this is because of its easoly availability, less expen-
sive tooling, easy maintenance and intuitive detailing.
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i. Stages of Develop-
STAGE 3, Ideation level 3:
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i. Stages of Development
STAGE 3, Ideation level 3:
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i. Stages of Development
STAGE 4, Ideation level 4:
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i. Stages of Development
STAGE 4, Ideation level 4:
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ii. Concepts
Concept 1
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ii. Concepts
Concept 1
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ii. Concepts
Concept 2
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ii. Concepts
Concept 2
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ii. Concepts
Concept 3
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ii. Concepts
Concept 2
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ii. Concepts
Concept 2
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iii. Concepts Evaluation
Concepts were evaluated on the following terms:

Structure
Stability 
Ergonomics

Inventory
Replicability
Customisability
Transportability
No. of Parts involved

Materials
Amount of material used
Flexibility for various materials

Manufacturing
Costs
Ease in production

Aesthetics
Classroom Semantics
Edges and Surface treatment
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iii. Concepts Evaluation
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iv. Concepts Refined
Concept 2
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iv. Concepts Refined
Concept 3
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v. Concept Evaluation
Concepts after refinement were evaluated again to bring down to the 
final one to proceed. 

COncept 2 was found more appropriate and was taken ahead after 
evaluation.
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vi. Final Concept

Other Explorations done for Concept.
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iv. Final Concept
Options with Plastic and Formed wood. Various Versions.
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iv. Final Concept
Sitting posture. Various Colour options

Specifications

1.6mm thick, 1” dia. MS Tube
Rubber/Particle/Laminated Plywood Board
75mm bending radius
8 points of joinery of structure
Bending angles used are two i.e. 80, 100.
Lockbolts 3/8, 2.5” length
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iv. Final Concept
A mockup rig was also made for testing the final design. This helped in 
understanding the design flaws and ergonomic issues.

Fig. 53. Fig. 54, 55. 
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iv. Final Concept
Student of 5th class was tested on the furniture. Various issues were 
found, e.g.:
 Ergonomics is not resolved
 Structure becomes weak for 95th percentile

Fig. 56 Fig. 57
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iv. Final Concept
Industrial Validation
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v. Re-evaluation
After evaluation and protyping, feedbacks were taken from faculties. 
Feebacks were quite in terms of why optimisation has been taken 
too much into the project. The final form was not looking novel and 
looked way too minimalistic, and use of plastic and other materials 
were not considered as it could have been. Other than that, ergo-
nomics issue were also found in the design which had to be resolved.

Hence, it was decided to relook the concepts revise the design brief 
a little while putting less emphasis on the optimisation and costing 
part. The design has to be explored further and various constrints 
had to be removed in order to generate some novel designs.
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vi. Concepts Further 
Various other designs were explored as shown.
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vi. Final Concept 2

In this design, possibility of plastic and other metal sections has 
been explored while trying to achieve a newer aesthetics and also to 
look beyond just cost as a major factor driving the design.

Space for keep-
ing books, tiffin 

etc.

25x15 Oval MS 
Section used 
with powder 

coating

Hooks for 
hanging bags

Cusions to 
cover sharp 

edges

Injection moulded parts have been used instead of flat panels and oval 
sections for structure which are much strong as compared to circular 
section. This might escalate the cost a little.
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vi. Final Concept 2
Ergonomics Trade-off: 
Ergonomics  issues were also resolved, however, the design is not incorpo-
rating the standing of students at the desk. Student will have to come out 
to  stand, which is an ergonomic tradeoff. Another possibility is making 
the table top adjustible or separating chair and table from each other.
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vi. Final Concept 2
Adjustible Option
It increases the distance between the table and chair but allows stu-
dent to stand at his/her position while in classroom.
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Separate Table-Chair Option
It solves the issues with ergonomics, however increases no. of parts and 
inventory.

vi. Final Concept 2
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Slant Table tops reduces strain on the neck and helps in studying 
while sitting. 

vi. Final Concept 2

Body Dimensions considered

Floor to popliteal - 5th percentile
Buttocks to popliteal - 5th percentile
Thigh clearance - 95th percentile
Lumbar - 50th percentile
Knee to knee relaxed - 95th percentile
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vii. Details
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vii. Colour Options
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Appendix
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Project Timeline
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